Sirtuin 2 regulates cellular iron homeostasis via deacetylation of transcription factor NRF2
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SIRT2 is a cytoplasmic sirtuin that plays a role in various cellular processes, including tumorigenesis, metabolism, and inflammation. Since these processes require iron, we hypothesized that SIRT2 directly regulates cellular iron homeostasis. Here, we have demonstrated that SIRT2 depletion results in a decrease in cellular iron levels both in vitro and in vivo. Mechanistically, we determined that SIRT2 maintains cellular iron levels by binding to and deacetylating nuclear factor erythroid-derived 2-related factor 2 (NRF2) on lysines 506 and 508, leading to a reduction in total and nuclear NRF2 levels. The reduction in nuclear NRF2 leads to reduced ferroportin 1 (FPN1) expression, which in turn results in decreased cellular iron export. Finally, we observed that Sirt2 deletion reduced cell viability in response to iron deficiency. Moreover, livers from Sirt2−/− mice had decreased iron levels, while this effect was reversed in Sirt2−/− Nrf2−/− double-KO mice. Taken together, our results uncover a link between sirtuin proteins and direct control over cellular iron homeostasis via regulation of NRF2 deacetylation and stability.

Introduction

Iron is an integral component of numerous proteins, however, free iron is a major source of ROS and cellular injury (1). Thus, the levels of iron in cellular compartments are tightly regulated. Cellular iron is regulated through both import and export mechanisms. Under iron-deficient conditions, the iron-regulatory proteins IRP1 and IRP2 are activated to modulate the mRNA stability or translation rates of key iron transporters by binding to iron response elements (IREs) in the 3′- or 5′-UTRs of target mRNAs (2, 3). IRP1/2 binding to the 5′-UTR of ferritin (Fli) and ferroportin (Fpn1) mRNAs results in reduced translation rates, which leads to the mobilization of iron stores and reduced iron export, respectively. Interaction of IRP1/2 with the 3′-UTR stabilizes target mRNAs, such as the iron importer transferrin receptor 1 (Tfrc), and enhances iron uptake (2). Overall, activation of the IRP1/2 system by iron deficiency restores iron balance through increased import and decreased export, while iron overload suppresses IRP1/2, favoring iron storage and removal from the cell. Iron homeostasis is controlled by other signaling pathways such as HIF, which regulates cellular iron import through transcriptional upregulation of Tfrc by binding to HIF-responsive elements in the promoter of Tfrc (4). In addition, our group recently discovered a pathway of iron conservation involving the RNA-binding protein tristetraprolin (TTP) (5).

Lysine acetylation/deacetylation has emerged as an important and physiologically significant posttranslational protein modification. Acetylation of proteins is carried out by histone acetyltransferases (HATs), while histone deacetylases (HDACs) remove acetyl groups from lysine residues (6). There are 4 classes of HDACs in mammals (classes I–IV), with the sirtuin family comprising the class III HDACs. Unlike other HDACs, sirtuins require NAD+ to carry out their enzymatic reaction (7). In mammals, 7 sirtuins (SIRT1-7) have been identified, each of which shares a conserved 275-amino-acid catalytic core domain. These sirtuins are generally categorized according to their subcellular localization: nuclear (SIRT1, SIRT6, and SIRT7); cytoplasmic (SIRT2); and mitochondrial (SIRT3, SIRT4, and SIRT5). SIRTs 1–3 have robust deacetylase activity, while SIRT4 is reported to display ADP-ribosyltransferase activity. SIRT5 may function as a protein desuccinylase and demalonylase, and SIRT6 and SIRT7 show weak deacetylase activity (8-11). Sirtuins have been implicated in a wide range of cellular processes including aging, apoptosis, response to stress and inflammation, control of energy efficiency, circadian clocks, and mitochondrial biogenesis (12, 13).

SIRT2, which is among the least-characterized SIRTs (14), contributes to the regulation of metabolism (15), inflammation (16, 17), cell-cycle progression (18), neurodegeneration (19), and tumorigenesis (20). Since iron is an essential component of...
each of these cellular processes (21–24), we hypothesized that an overarching function of SIRT2 activity may be to maintain cellular iron at levels sufficient to support the processes described above. Here, we demonstrate that SIRT2 increases cellular iron by binding to and deacetylating nuclear factor erythroid-de- derived 2–related factor 2 (NRF2), also known as NFE2L2, with a subsequent decrease in its nuclear levels. This, in turn, reduces the expression of Fpn1, which is directly regulated by NRF2 at the transcriptional level. We also show that the regulation of cellular iron by SIRT2 has physiological significance, as its deletion decreases cell survival in response to iron deficiency. We confirm our findings and the role of NRF2 in SIRT2 regulation of cellular iron through both in vitro and in vivo models.

Results

SIRT2 regulates cellular iron content. To test the hypothesis that SIRT2 directly regulates cellular iron homeostasis, we first measured iron content in Sirt2+/+ and Sirt2−/− mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs). We found that cellular iron levels were significantly lower in Sirt2−/− MEFs than in Sirt2+/+ MEFs, as assessed by a non-heme iron assay, radioactive iron content analysis, and measurement of heme levels (Figure 1, A and B, and Supplemental Figure 1; supplemental material available online with this article; https://doi.org/10.1172/JCI88574DS1).

Similarly, silencing SIRT2 in human HepG2 hepatoma cells using an shRNA lentivirus decreased cellular iron content (Figure 1, C and D), and pharmacological inhibition of the protein by the specific SIRT2 inhibitor AGK2 also reduced iron levels in HepG2 cells (Figure 1, E and F). To further confirm the observed effects of SIRT2 on iron regulation, we constructed 2 lentiviruses that overexpressed either the WT SIRT2 (lenti-Sirt2-WT) or a deacetylation-null SIRT2 mutant that lacked deacetylase activity (lenti-Sirt2-DN) (25). These viruses were infected into HepG2 or Sirt2−/− MEFs (Figure 2A). These results indicate that SIRT2 regulates cellular iron homeostasis at least in part through its deacetylation activity.

SIRT2 mediates iron export through FPN1. We next studied the mechanism by which SIRT2 alters cellular iron by measuring the expression of genes involved in iron regulation. Gene expression of the cellular iron import protein Tfre was significantly higher and the light chain of the iron storage molecule ferritin (Ftl) was lower in Sirt2−/− MEFs than in Sirt2+/+ MEFs (Figure 2A). These changes are consistent with an iron deficiency signature; however, they were not the primary driver of the decrease in cellular iron in Sirt2−/− MEFs. Among other genes, the cellular iron export protein Fpn1 was noted to be significantly higher at both the mRNA and protein levels in Sirt2−/− MEFs (Figure 2, A and B). Likewise, FPN1 was upregulated in human HepG2 cells infected with lenti-SIRT2 shRNA as compared with those infected with lenti-control shRNA (Figure 2, C and D). HepG2 cells with SIRT2 knockdown also showed increased iron export, as measured by a radioactive

Figure 1. SIRT2 regulates cellular iron content. (A) Non-heme iron content in Sirt2+/+ and Sirt2−/− MEFs normalized to the protein concentration (n = 5 for each genotype). (B) Cellular content of 55Fe in Sirt2+/+ and Sirt2−/− MEFs after 48 hours of incubation with radioactive iron (n = 10–12 for each genotype). (C) Non-heme iron content in HepG2 cells infected with control lentivirus (lenti-control shRNA) or SIRT2 shRNA (lenti-SIRT2 shRNA) (n = 10–12 per group). (D) Cellular content of 55Fe in HepG2 cells infected with lenti-control shRNA or lenti-SIRT2 shRNA after 48 hours of incubation with radioactive iron (n = 5–6 per group). (E) Non-heme iron content in HepG2 cells treated with DMSO or the SIRT2 inhibitor AGK2 (n = 6 per group). (F) Cellular content of 55Fe in HepG2 cells treated with DMSO or the SIRT2 inhibitor AGK2 overnight after 48 hours of incubation with radioactive iron (n = 6 per group). (G) Non-heme iron content in Sirt2−/− MEFs infected with lenti-control, lenti-Sirt2-WT, or lenti-Sirt2-DN (n = 10–11 per group). Data are presented as the mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05, by Student’s t test (A–F) or 1-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s correction for multiple comparisons (G).
iron-based export assay (Figure 2E). These results suggest that enhanced cellular iron export via increased Fpn1 expression in Sirt2+/+ or Sirt2−/− knockdown conditions is likely the primary cause of cellular iron deficiency and that SIRT2 mediates iron export though the regulation of Fpn1.

**SIRT2 regulates FPN1 through NRF2.** The regulation of cellular iron has previously been shown to mostly occur at the posttranscriptional level via RNA-binding proteins such as IRP1/2 and TTP. Our data suggest that FPN1 mRNA and protein levels are regulated by SIRT2. To determine whether the increase in Fpn1 mRNA with SIRT2 deficiency is at the posttranscriptional level, we measured Fpn1 mRNA stability in Sirt2+/+ and Sirt2−/− MEFs and in HepG2 cells with or without SIRT2 knockdown after treatment with the transcriptional inhibitor actinomycin D. Our results demonstrated that SIRT2 deficiency does not alter Fpn1 mRNA stability (Supplemental Figure 2, A and B), suggesting that SIRT2 regulation of Fpn1 probably occurs at the transcriptional level.

We next assessed the mechanism by which SIRT2 regulates Fpn1 transcription. Fpn1 has been shown to be transcriptionally regulated by the transcription factors HIF, metal-regulatory transcription factor 1 (Mtf1), and NRF2 (26, 27). We asked whether these transcription factors are involved in SIRT2-mediated regulation of Fpn1. To determine the role of the HIF pathway in the regulation of Fpn1 by SIRT2, we downregulated SIRT2 in aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator (Arnt, encoding the obligatory dimer for HIF1-α and HIF2-α) KO MEFs (Arnt+/− MEFs) and assessed Fpn1 mRNA levels. Since the change in Fpn1 expression with SIRT2 modulation was not altered in Arnt+/− MEFs (Supplemental Figure 2C), we concluded that SIRT2 regulation of Fpn1 is independent of the HIF pathway. Furthermore, Mtf1 knockdown in Sirt2−/− MEFs did not alter Fpn1 levels (Supplemental Figure 2D), indicating that MTF1 is also not involved in this process. However, the increase in mRNA and protein levels of FPN1 in Sirt2−/− MEFs was reversed with Nrf2 knockdown using an Nrf2 shRNA lentivirus (Figure 3, A and B, and Supplemental Figure 3A), indicating that NRF2 mediates SIRT2 regulation of Fpn1. Thus, we focused our studies on the mechanism of SIRT2 regulation of NRF2.

We found that NRF2 protein levels were higher in Sirt2+/+ MEFs (Figure 3C), while its mRNA levels were lower (Figure 3D), which suggests that SIRT2 destabilizes NRF2 protein at the posttranslational level. The reduced Nrf2 mRNA levels in Sirt2−/− cells is probably a compensatory mechanism when NRF2 protein levels are elevated. Similarly, NRF2 protein levels were also increased in HepG2 cells with SIRT2 knockdown (Supplemental Figure 3B). Using a luciferase construct containing NRF2-binding sites (also known as antioxidant response elements [AREs]) of the murine Fpn1 promoter, we showed that Nrf2 activates the Fpn1 promoter (Supplemental Figure 3C). Since NRF2 is a transcription factor and translocates into the nucleus upon activation (28), we measured nuclear levels of NRF2 and found them to be significantly higher in Sirt2+/+ MEFs than in Sirt2−/− MEFs (Figure 3E). Cytosolic levels of Nrf2 were also increased in Sirt2−/− MEFs (Supplemental Figure 3D), reflecting the increased total levels of the proteins. The increase in nuclear levels of NRF2 suggests a higher transcriptional activity of the protein with SIRT2 knockdown. Thus, we next examined the effects of SIRT2 modulation on NRF2 transcriptional activity. In Sirt2−/− MEFs, we observed an increase in mRNA levels of the antioxidant genes regulated by NRF2,
NAD(P)H quinone oxidoreductase 1 (Nqo1) and heme oxygenase 1 (Hmox1) (Figure 3F), suggesting that NRF2 transcriptional activity is increased when SIRT2 levels are reduced.

To confirm these results, we also conducted studies with overexpression of WT SIRT2 and deacetylation-null SIRT2 (lenti-Sirt2-DN). Overexpression of lenti-SIRT2-WT, but not lenti-Sirt2-DN, resulted in a significant decrease in both cellular and nuclear NRF2 (Supplemental Figure 4, A and B). Additionally, mRNA expression of Fpn1 and Tfr2 was decreased with lenti-Sirt2-WT, but not lenti-Sirt2-DN (Supplemental Figure 4C).

We next asked whether NRF2 is involved in SIRT2-mediated iron homeostasis. Knockdown of Nrf2 significantly increased non-heme iron in Sirt2+/− MEFs (Supplemental Figure 5A) and reversed the reduced iron levels in Sirt2−/− MEFs (Figure 3G). Furthermore, transcriptional activation of the Fpn1 promoter by NRF2 was reversed by lenti-Sirt2-WT, but not by lenti-Sirt2-DN (Figure 3H and Supplemental Figure 5B). These results indicate that the regulation of iron homeostasis and Fpn1 expression by SIRT2 is NRF2 dependent.

SIRT2 deacetylates NRF2 and decreases its stability. We next investigated how SIRT2 regulates NRF2 levels. Under normal conditions, Kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1 (KEAP1) sequesters NRF2 in the cytoplasm and promotes its degradation, while stress conditions lead to NRF2 release from KEAP1 and its translocation to the nucleus, with subsequent upregulation of antioxidant gene expression (29). Since NRF2 activity was regulated by SIRT2 and SIRT2 is localized to the cytoplasm, we proposed that SIRT2 interacts with either NRF2 or KEAP1 to alter their activity. To test the hypothesis, we performed co-IP studies of SIRT2 with NRF2 or KEAP1. Flag-tagged SIRT2 was transfected into cells and immunoprecipitated with an anti-Flag antibody, followed by Western blotting with NRF2 or KEAP1 antibody. The co-IP experiments showed interaction between SIRT2 and the NRF2-KEAP1 complex (Figure 4A).
Sirt2+/+ and Sirt2–/– MEFs and then performed IP with Flag anti-body to isolate Flag-NRF2 protein and assessed the immunopre-
cipitated protein by mass spectrometry. Peptide identification
and analysis of the precise localization of potential reversible
lysine acetylation sites showed that multiple lysine residues in
the highly conserved NRF2-ECH homology domains Neh1 and
Neh3 were acetylated in Sirt2–/– MEFs, but not in deacetylated
in Sirt2+/+ MEFs (Table 1 and Supplemental Figure 6D). To con-
firm these mass spectrometric findings and to narrow down the
Since there was an interaction between the NRF2-KEAP1
complex and SIRT2, we then assessed whether NRF2 or KEAP1
could be deacetylated by SIRT2. Cells were cotransfected with
V5-tagged NRF2, together with vectors containing either GFP
(control) or different HATs including EP300, KAT2B, KAT2A, KAT5,
and CREBBP, using an anti-V5 antibody for IP and anti-acetyl-lysine (α-Ac-K) or anti-V5 (α-V5) antibodies for immuno-bleting. WB, Western blot. (C) HEK293T cells cotransfected with p300 and V5-NRF2 were harvested, and NRF2 was purified by IP.
Immunoprecipitated acetylated NRF2 was mixed with NAD+ and WT purified SIRT2 in the presence and absence of NAM, which was used as a deacetylase inhibitor. rSIRT2, recombinant SIRT2. (D) Time course of NRF2 protein stability in Sirt2+/+ and Sirt2–/– MEFs after treatment with 100 μg/ml CHX. All panels are representative blots from 2 independent experiments.

Table 1. Acetylated/deacetylated lysine residues in FLAG-NRF2
overexpressed in MEFs detected by mass spectrometry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site of lysine residues</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>No. of peptide spectrum matches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>443, 445</td>
<td>TPFKDGHSSR</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>462</td>
<td>AKALHIPFVEK</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>472</td>
<td>ALHIPFVEKINLPIVDFNMEMS5K</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>506, 508</td>
<td>GXNNAAONCR</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>518</td>
<td>KLENIVEQDLDHKLKEDEX</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548</td>
<td>GENDKSHLHKL</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>543, 548</td>
<td>EGENDKSHLHKL</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>555</td>
<td>KQSLSTYLFSSFLR</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>596, 598, 599</td>
<td>DONVVFUPKSSXPDVK</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Acetylated lysine residues (K) in Sirt2+/+ MEFs that were deacetylated in Sirt2+/+ MEFs are marked in red. The last column represents peptide spectrum matches (PEM). The higher the number, the more likely the residue is acetylated. The numbers range from 0 to 4.
potential targets, we generated 3 different deacetylation mimetic mutants by mutating lysine (K) to arginine (R) in the following 3 regions: (a) the first 4 lysine residues in Neh1 (Neh1-4KR); (b) the remaining 6 lysine residues in Neh1 (Neh1-6KR); and (c) the 4 lysine residues in Neh3 (Neh3-4KR) (Supplemental Figure 6D). Deacetylation assays with these mutants demonstrated that CREBBP acetylated all of the mutant constructs. However, in the presence of SIRT2, Neh1-6KR and Neh3-4KR maintained their acetylation levels, suggesting that SIRT2 may target lysines within both regions (Figure 5A and Supplemental Figure 7). However, since Neh3 lysines have been shown to be potential targets of SIRT1 (30) and our goal was to study the impact of acetylation of the NRF2 DNA-binding domain on the function of SIRT1, we focused our studies on Neh1-6.

To confirm that SIRT2-mediated deacetylation of the lysine residues in Neh1 has functional consequences, we assessed the effects of the Neh1-6KR mutant on Fpn1 promoter activity using the Fpn1 promoter–luciferase reporter construct. For these studies, we also made group mutations of Neh1-6K to glutamine (Q) to mimic the acetylated form. A luciferase reporter assay showed that overexpression of NRF2 increased Fpn1 promoter activity, while concurrent overexpression of Sirt2 inhibited NRF2-induced transcription-
al activity of the reporter, consistent with our earlier observation. Overexpression of the acetylated form of Neh-6K (i.e., Neh1-6KQ) showed an increase in Fpn1 promoter activity similar to that seen with WT NRF2, which was not decreased with concurrent SIRT2 overexpression, whereas the deacetylated form (i.e., Neh1-6KR) displayed loss of transcriptional activation analogous to Sirt2 overexpression (Figure 5B and Supplemental Figure 8). We also assessed the protein stability of the mutant constructs after treatment with CHX. Neh1-6KR displayed a shorter half-life compared with that of Neh1-6KQ (Figure 5C), suggesting that protein acetylation in at least 1 of these 6 lysine residues is important for NRF2 protein stability. These results further support the notion that acetylation of NRF2 increases its stability and transcriptional activity.

To determine which specific lysine residue(s) in the Neh1 region are targeted by SIRT2, we made individual mutations of the 6 lysine residues to either glutamine or arginine, followed by measurement of Fpn1 promoter activity and NRF2 protein stability. We found that only mutations of 506K and 508K had effects on Fpn1 promoter activity that were similar to the effects seen with the Neh1-6k group mutants; mutation of 506K to Q (506KQ) or 508K to Q (508KQ) maintained transcriptional activity at the same level as that detected in WT NRF2, while mutation of 506K to R (506KR) or 508K to R (508KR) resulted in a loss of transcriptional activation (Figure 5D). Mutation of other lysine residues in this region to either Q or R did not alter transcriptional activation of the Fpn1 promoter (Figure 5D). We confirmed these results by assessing the stability of the mutant proteins. Consistent with the results of our luciferase studies, only 506K and 508K mutants showed protein stability similar to that of the Neh1-6k group mutants (Figure 5E), while no difference was observed in protein stability between Q and R mutations of other lysine residues in this region in response to CHX (Supplemental Figure 9). Taken together, our data indicate that lysines 506 and 508 of NRF2, both of which are evolutionarily conserved across multiple species (Supplemental Figure 6D), are the functional deacetylation targets of SIRT2.

SIRT2 modulates cellular iron homeostasis in vivo, and its absence promotes cell death in iron deficiency. Our in vitro studies thus far suggest a role for SIRT2 in the regulation of cellular iron homeo-

Figure 6. SIRT2 regulates cellular iron homeostasis in vivo and protects against primary hepatocyte death in iron deficiency. (A) NRF2 acetylation levels in the livers of Sirt2+/+ and Sirt2−/− mice (n = 3 per genotype). (B) Non-heme iron content in the livers of Sirt2+/+ and Sirt2−/− mice (n = 5 per genotype). (C) Tfrc and Fpn1 mRNA levels in the livers of Sirt2+/+ and Sirt2−/− mice (n = 8 per genotype). (D) FPN1 protein levels in the livers of Sirt2+/+ and Sirt2−/− mice (n = 4 per genotype). (E) Steady-state cell numbers in primary hepatocytes from Sirt2+/+ and Sirt2−/− mice, as measured by MTS assay after treatment with DFO (n = 1 per genotype; cells cultured in 5 to 6 individual wells per genotype). (F) Cell death in primary hepatocytes from Sirt2+/+ and Sirt2−/− mice measured by PI staining (n = 1 per genotype; cells were cultured in 5 or 6 individual wells per genotype). Original magnification, ×200; scale bar: 50 μm. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05, by Student’s t test (A–D) or ANOVA with Bonferroni’s correction for multiple comparisons (E and F).
stasis through deacetylation of NRF2, which diminishes NRF2 stability and transcriptional activity. We then asked whether SIRT2 deficiency could regulate cellular iron homeostasis in vivo. We first demonstrated that NRF2 acetylation was increased in the livers of Sirt2–/– mice, confirming that NRF2 is a target of SIRT2 in mouse livers (Figure 6A). Consistent with the in vitro data, non-heme iron levels were significantly decreased in the livers of Sirt2–/– mice compared with levels in Sirt2+/+ mice (Figure 6B). Non-heme iron and FTL levels were lower (Figure 7A) in the livers of Sirt2–/– mice compared with levels in Sirt2+/+ mice. However, deletion of Nrf2 in Sirt2+/+ mice reversed the decrease in liver iron and FTL levels and the increase in FPN1 protein levels (Figure 7, A and B). Nrf2 deletion also increased nuclear levels of NRF2 in the primary hepatocytes of Sirt2–/– mice compared with levels in Sirt2+/+ mice (Figure 7D). Furthermore, we investigated the effects of SIRT2 and NRF2 on FTL and FPN1 protein expression levels in isolated primary mouse hepatocytes. The effects of SIRT2 and NRF2 on FTL and FPN1 protein expression levels was further confirmed in isolated primary mouse hepatocytes (Supplemental Figure 11). Collectively, these results provide in vivo data demonstrating that NRF2 mediates the iron deficiency response in the livers of Sirt2–/– mice.

Finally, we investigated the physiological significance of our findings by measuring SIRT2 levels in mouse and human liver tissue with iron overload. We first showed that a reduction in cellular iron leads to an increase in SIRT2, while iron overload has the opposite effect (Supplemental Figure 12). We then assessed the levels of SIRT2 in the livers of 3 different animal models of iron overload: mice with deletion of the hemochromatosis (Hfe) gene, mice with deletion of the hemojuevelin (Hjv) gene, and mice with dietary iron overload (31). In all of these models, we noted a significant decrease in hepatic SIRT2 protein levels in the iron-overload ed livers (Supplemental Figure 13).
In this study, we provide the first evidence to our knowledge that cellular iron is regulated by a member of the sirtuin family, SIRT2. We show that SIRT2 deacetylates NRF2 and that deacetylation of NRF2 by SIRT2 leads to a decrease in both total cellular and nuclear levels of NRF2 (through its degradation). The decrease in nuclear NRF2 is associated with a reduction in its transcription of the target gene Fpn1. The reduction in FPN1 results in less iron export and increased cellular iron levels (Figure 8C). We confirmed this pathway both in vitro and in vivo using Sirt2–/– and Sirt2–/– Nrf2–/– DKO mouse models. Finally, we show that this pathway has physiological significance, as disruption of SIRT2-mediated cellular iron regulation is associated with decreased cell viability in response to iron deficiency. Thus, SIRT2 regulates cellular iron, and this regulation is relevant to the cellular response to iron deficiency.

We also studied the effects of cellular iron on SIRT2 levels in 2 sets of human liver samples: (a) patients with various degrees of secondary iron overload due to thalassemia, and (b) infants with fatal neonatal hemochromatosis (NH). In the first group, liver iron content (LIC) was assessed by MRI, and the samples were divided into low, intermediate, and high iron groups on the basis of their LIC scores. Immunohistochemical studies showed that intermediate and high LIC scores were associated with a significant decrease in SIRT2 levels (Figure 8A). Additionally, liver samples from patients with NH showed significantly higher iron (as assessed by Prussian blue staining) and lower SIRT2 levels (Figure 8B), indicating that iron overload is associated with lower SIRT2 levels in human liver. The decrease in SIRT2 likely serves as a compensatory mechanism for the cell to reduce its intracellular iron levels by increasing FPN1 expression.

**Discussion**

In this study, we provide the first evidence to our knowledge that cellular iron is regulated by a member of the sirtuin family, SIRT2. We show that SIRT2 deacetylates NRF2 and that deacetylation of NRF2 by SIRT2 leads to a decrease in both total cellular and nuclear levels of NRF2 (through its degradation). The decrease in nuclear NRF2 is associated with a reduction in its transcription of the target gene Fpn1. The reduction in FPN1 results in less iron export and increased cellular iron levels (Figure 8C). We confirmed this pathway both in vitro and in vivo using Sirt2–/– and Sirt2–/– Nrf2–/– DKO mouse models. Finally, we show that this pathway has physiological significance, as disruption of SIRT2-mediated cellular iron regulation is associated with decreased cell viability in response to iron deficiency. Thus, SIRT2 regulates cellular iron, and this regulation is relevant to the cellular response to iron deficiency.
Iron is an essential molecule for many cellular processes including metabolism, inflammation, and cell-cycle progression. Excessive cellular iron, as seen in conditions such as hemochromatosis, is associated with increased oxidative stress and cellular injury. Conversely, iron deficiency is the most common nutrient deficiency in the world, and a number of homeostatic cellular systems have been developed to regulate total body iron distribution and cellular iron levels. In response to iron deficiency, the IRP1/2 system is activated and increases cellular iron availability through 2 mechanisms: increased cellular iron uptake via transferrin receptor upregulation and decreased iron storage and export via ferritin and ferroportin downregulation. Additionally, we recently showed that iron deficiency is associated with activation of an “iron conservation” pathway through TTP, which prioritizes iron availability for essential proteins. These 2 parallel pathways (i.e., the “iron acquisition” pathway through IRPs and the “iron conservation” pathway through TTP) work together to ensure cell survival in the setting of iron deficiency. In this study, we show that SIRT2 directly regulates cellular iron by altering its cellular export and that its expression is regulated by cellular iron content, thus providing evidence for yet another pathway to ensure normal cellular physiology and survival in response to iron deficiency. Cellular responses to inflammation, injury, and proliferation require ample iron levels; iron deficiency (which is needed to activate the IRP or TTP pathway) under these conditions may hamper the response to injury or inflammation, which could be detrimental to the cell. Our data suggest that the SIRT2 pathway inhibits iron export to ensure adequate cellular iron retention, independently of the IRP or TTP pathway.

While other sirtuins are localized to various cellular locations, SIRT2 is the only sirtuin that resides predominantly in the cytoplasm. This cellular localization of SIRT2 is consistent with previously identified cytosolic iron-sensing systems (32). However, it is possible that other sirtuins also regulate cellular iron levels. Previously, SIRT3, a mitochondrial sirtuin, was also shown to be involved in cellular iron regulation; however, this regulation occurred through an indirect mechanism involving ROS production (33). While we have demonstrated that SIRT2 is the first direct modulator of cellular iron levels in the SIRT family, it remains to be determined whether other sirtuins also contribute to iron homeostasis.

Deacetylation of NRF2 by SIRT2 leads to a decrease in both the total cellular and nuclear levels of NRF2 (through its degradation). This dual effect of SIRT2 on NRF2 ensures that when NRF2 is deacetylated, its transcriptional activity is reduced, and FPN1 levels and iron export are decreased.

Another interesting finding is that SIRT2 does not raise the levels of cellular iron import proteins, such as TFRC (Figure 7D). This could be due to a number of factors. First, TFR2 regulation occurs at the mRNA stability level rather than at the transcriptional level; SIRT2 is not known to alter mRNA degradation mechanisms. Additionally, when a cell becomes metabolically active, increases its rate of proliferation, or is stimulated by inflammation, the cell prioritizes the retention of existing iron prior to competing for systemic iron, which is potentially in short supply (34). Thus, the preferred mechanism for increasing cellular iron levels is to withhold the iron that is already inside the cell rather than to compete for the scarce systemic iron.

NRF2 has been shown to play a role in cellular antioxidant activity (35). Thus, it is not surprising that it also plays a role in cellular iron regulation. Iron is a source of ROS, and increasing iron export, which in turn leads to a decrease in cellular iron, would result in a reduction in the oxidant effects of iron. Thus, the role of NRF2 in iron regulation is in line with its antioxidant effects.

In summary, we have shown that cells have developed a system by which SIRT2 regulates iron, a substrate that is needed to carry out its various functions. This regulation of iron by SIRT2 has an effect on cellular viability in response to iron deficiency. Thus, in addition to the IRP pathway, other essential mechanisms exist to ensure that iron is available for important cellular processes.

Methods

Cell culture and reagents. MEFs and HEK293T cells were grown in complete DMEM (cellgro; Corning) supplemented with 10% FBS (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (P/S). Each of the genetically modified MEF lines was compared with the matched WT MEFs obtained from a littermate control mouse. HEK293T cells were purchased from ATCC. Sirt2+/− and Sirt2−/− MEFs were obtained from David Gius (25). ARNT-KO and corresponding WT MEFs were a gift of Celeste Simon (University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA). HepG2 cells were purchased from ATCC and kept in MEM (cellgro; Corning) with 10% FBS and 1% P/S. HepG2 cells were treated with 10 μM AGK2 (Sigma-Aldrich) for 24 hours or with DMSO as a control. All cells were maintained in a 37°C incubator with 5% CO2, and were 70% to 90% confluent when collected for analyses unless otherwise noted. Isolation and culturing of primary hepatocytes are described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. Sex-matched littersmutes of the mice were used for the isolation of hepatocytes. The following antibodies were used in the studies: SIRT2 (Sigma-Aldrich; S8487); NRF2 (Abcam; ab31163); FNPN1 (Abcam; 85370); GAPDH (Abcam ab9485); tubulin (Abcam; ab1086); lamin A/C (Cell Signaling Technology; 20322); KEAP1 (Cell Signaling Technology; 7705); V5 (Sigma-Aldrich; V8137); acetylated lysine (ImmuChem; 100514); Flag (Sigma-Aldrich; F1804); hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT) (Proteintech; 15059-1-AP); TATA-binding protein (TBP) (Abcam; 63766); and TFR2 (Abcam; ab1086).

Mouse studies. All animals were kept in accordance with standard animal care requirements and maintained in a 22°C room on a 12-hour light/12-hour dark cycle and received food and drinking water ad libitum. Nrf2−/− mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. For organ harvesting, mice were anesthetized with a 250-μg/kg dose of freshly prepared tribromoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich), and the harvested organs were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen.

Plasmids, transfection, and lentiviral transduction. The clones of SIRT2 shRNA against human SIRT2 and Nrf2 shRNA against mouse Nrf2 were obtained from the Northwestern University High Throughput Analysis Laboratory (Evanston, Illinois, USA). An 8.4-kb Fpn promoter luciferase construct was provided by Martina Muckenthaler (University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany). Cells were cotransfected with the Fpn promoter constructs and the Renilla luciferase vector (pRL-SV40). Forty-eight hours after transfection, luciferase activity was determined using the Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay System (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s instructions, and firefly luciferase activity was normalized to Renilla luciferase activity to correct for differences in transfection efficiency.

For transient transfection, cells were transfected using Lipofectamine 2000 Transfection Reagent (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. WT SIRT2 and the
SIRT2 deacetylation-null mutant (lenti-Sirt2-DN), which has a mutation in the domain of deacetylase activity, were obtained from David Giuss. For stable overexpression or knockdown, HEK 293T cells were transfected with lentiviral vectors along with the packaging vectors pSPAX and pMD2.G. Culture media were collected 48 hours later, filtered through a 0.2-μM filter, and used to infect cells in the presence of polybrene (Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc.). The infected cells were selected for using puromycin (4 μg/ml).

miRNA stability assay. MEFs or HepG2 cells were grown to approximately 80% confluence and incubated in the complete medium supplemented with 5 μM actinomycin D (Sigma-Aldrich) for 0 to 8 hours. No drop in cell viability was observed at the end of the treatment. RNA was collected and mRNA levels were analyzed by quantitative reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR). Data were normalized to the 0-hour time point.

Protein stability assay. Endogenous or overexpressed NRF2 protein degradation was analyzed by a protein stability assay. Briefly, HepG2 cells transfected with WT NRF2 or mutants for 48 hours or MEFs were incubated with 100 μg/ml CHX (Sigma-Aldrich) for indicated duration (Figure 4 and 5). NRF2 protein levels were analyzed by Western blotting. The results from Western blot analysis were quantified by densitometry and normalized against the 0-minute time point. See complete unedited blots in the supplemental material.

Non-heme and heme iron assays. Non-heme iron was quantified using a commercial Iron Assay Kit (BioVision). Briefly, cell or tissue lysate was mixed with an acidic solution to release protein-bound iron, followed by a reduction of iron to its ferrous form and incubation with a ferene S compound to produce a colored complex. The absorbance was then measured on a SpectraMax Plus (Molecular Devices) microplate reader at 593 nm and normalized to the protein concentration of each sample. Heme was quantified as described previously (36). Briefly, equal amounts of protein were mixed with 2 M oxalic acid and heated to 95°C for 30 minutes to release iron from heme and generate protoporphyrin IX. Samples were then centrifuged for 10 minutes at 1,000 × g at 4°C to remove debris, and the fluorescence of the supernatant was assessed at 405 nm/600 nm on a SpectraMax Gemini fluorescence microplate reader (Molecular Devices).

55Fe content studies. 55Fe content studies were performed as previously described (5). Briefly, 55Fe (PerkinElmer) was conjugated with nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) (Sigma-Aldrich), dissolved to a final concentration of 100 nM in complete serum-containing medium, and added into cells for 48 hours. Cells were then washed 3 times with ice-cold 500 mM PBS in PBS to remove the membrane-associated 55Fe, lysed with 1% Triton X-100 in TBS, centrifuged at 5,000 × g for 10 minutes at 4°C to remove debris, and protein content analyzed by bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay. The radioactivity of each sample was determined on a Beckman scintillation counter and normalized to the protein content of each sample. For iron export experiments, HepG2 cells were first incubated with 100 nM 55Fe-NTA for 16 hours to allow for iron loading and then washed 4 times with PBS and replaced with complete serum-containing medium. Iron export was calculated as follows: (iron medium)/(iron medium + iron in cells) × 100, as previously described (37).

Cell death and cell viability studies. Permeability to PI (Sigma-Aldrich) was used as a fluorescent signal for cell death (38). Cells were treated with deoxyamine (DFO) for 16 hours, washed with HBSS, and costained with PI and Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Excess dye was washed away with HBSS, and images were taken using a Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1 fluorescence microscope. Data were analyzed using ImageJ (NIH). Cell viability studies were performed using the CellTiter 96 Non-Radioactive Cell Proliferation Assay (MTS) (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Mass spectrometry-based proteomics and analysis. Flag-NRF2 expression plasmids were transfected into SIRT2-WT and SIRT2-KO MEFs, and transfected cells were treated with 1 μM trichostatin A (TSA) (Sigma-Aldrich) for 12 hours. Flag-NRF2 protein was immunoprecipitated with Flag-conjugated beads and eluted. Samples were separated by SDS-PAGE (4%-20% acrylamide) and stained with colloidal Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250 (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific). A prominent band present in each gel lane was excised, destained with 50% acetonitrile in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate, finely diced, reduced with 45 mM DTT for 20 minutes at 55°C, alkylated with 100 mM iodoacetamide for 30 minutes at room temperature, and digested overnight at 37°C with trypsin. Peptides were extracted with 2 rounds of 60% acetonitrile and 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid and were then lyophilized to dryness. Digests were solubilized in 15 μl of 0.1% formic acid and analyzed by liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) (39).

In vitro deacetylation assay. For the in vitro deacetylation assay of NRF2, HEK-293T cells were transiently cotransfected with V5-NRF2 and p300/CBP and then treated with 1 μM TSA and 20 μM NAM for 12 hours. Cells were harvested and lysed with IP lysis buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% NP-40, 5% glycerol) in the presence of 1 μM TSA. The acetylated NRF2 proteins were immunoprecipitated with anti-V5 agarose beads (Biotool, http://www.bimore.com/), and immunocomplexes were washed 5 times with IP buffer and eluted by competition with V5 peptide (Biotool). The eluted acetylated NRF2 proteins were concentrated by spin columns (10,000 molecular weight cutoff [MWCO] polyethersulfone [PES]; Sartorius Stedim Biotech). For purification of SIRT2, pCMV-Flag-SIRT2 was transiently transfected into HEK-293T cells, and Flag-SIRT2 was purified from cell lysate using Flag antibody–conjugated beads. The acetylated NRF2 proteins were resuspended in 20 μl deacetylation reaction buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM NAD), with or without the addition of purified SIRT2, for 3 hours at 30°C. Reactions were stopped by the addition of 2x SDS buffer (Bio-Rad), and samples were analyzed by Western blotting with anti-acetyl lysine antibodies (ImmuneChem).

Human tissue samples. Paraffin-embedded human liver tissue sections were obtained from the Pathology Department at the Ann and Robert H. Lurie Children’s Hospital of Chicago. Tissues from 5 full-term newborn infants with clinical or/and pathological confirmation of gestational autoimmune liver disease leading to NH were compared against tissues from age-matched, nondiseased control infants who expired from perinatal asphyxia. Tissue sections with different intracellular iron concentrations were selected from a cohort study investigating iron chelation in patients with β-thalassemia (40). Intracellular iron concentration in these samples was determined by MRI imaging.

Statistics. Continuous variables were tested for normal distribution using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. The Mann-Whitney U test was used to analyze variables with skewed distribution. The means between 2 categories were compared with an unpaired, 2-tailed Student’s t test. The means among 3 or more categories in the same experiment were compared using 1-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s correction for multiple comparisons. Statistical significance was assumed when a null hypothesis could be rejected at a P value of less than 0.05. Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 5 (GraphPad Software).

Study approval. All animal studies were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Northwestern University (Chicago,
Illinois) and were performed in accordance with guidelines from the National Institutes of Health. For human tissue samples, the deidentified release of the decedents’ material was reviewed and approved by the IRB of the Ann and Robert H. Lurie Children’s Hospital of Chicago.
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